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� Seven criteria composed of PEMFC input parameters are derived.

� Dimensionless voltage and electrical current are defined and calculated.

� The correctness and application prospect of the derived criteria are presented.

� Sensibilities of seven similarity criteria on the polarization curve are analyzed.
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a b s t r a c t

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) has attracted widespread interest. In the

present work, similarity analysis is adopted for a three-dimensional single-phase

isothermal model of PEMFC to derive similarity criteria. Seven kinds of input criteria

(P1 ~ P7) are obtained, relevant to the fluid flow, pressure drop, flow resistance in a porous

medium, activity loss, diffusion mass transfer, convective mass transfer and ohmic loss in

PEMFC respectively. Dimensionless voltage and dimensionless current density are defined

as two output criteria. Numerical verifications show that if the seven criteria keep their

individual values with their components vary in a wide range, the dimensionless polari-

zation curves keep the same with a deviation about 1%, showing the validity and feasibility

of the present analysis. From the effect on the dimensionless polarization curve, sensibility

analysis shows that the seven criteria can be divided into three categories: strong (P4 and

P7, -94.9% ~ þ349.2%), mild to minor (P5 and P6, -4.5% ~ þ5.0%), and negligible (P1, P2 and

P3, -1.2% ~ þ1.1%). The similarity analysis approach can greatly save computation time in

modeling the output characteristics of PEMFC.
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List of symbols and abbreviations*

Symbols

C Proportionality coefficient

Jcell Dimensionless current density

l Length, [m]

Vcell Dimensionless voltage

h Overpotential, [V]

m Viscosity, [Pa$s]

mr Relative viscosity, viscosity of flow in a porous

medium compare with that without a porous

medium

P Dimensionless number obtained by similarity

analysis

fs Electrical potential, [V]

fm Ionic potential, [V]

Acronym

A Anode

BP Bipolar plate

C Cathode

CH Gas flow channel

CL Catalyst layer

GDL Gas diffusion layer

MEM Membrane

PEMFC Proton exchange membrane fuel cell
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Introduction

Along with the coming hydrogen energy era, proton exchange

membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) will become one of the most

widespread power generating facilities which may serve as a

substitute to diesel engines and even gasoline engines. In the

last decade, PEMFC has received extensive attention and

developed very fast. According to the statistics in Ref. [1],

about 1800 articles on PEMFCs and about 10,000 papers on fuel

cells were published each year.

As proposed by Ticianelli et al., in 1988 [2,3], polarization

curve has been adopted in most of the related studies to
Fig. 1 e Cross section of PEMFC.

* Nomenclatures of other symbols are shown in Table 2.
describe the output characteristics of a fuel cell. PEMFC is a

complex multi-phase multi-physics multi-scale coupled sys-

tem [4] with a sandwich structure constituted by 9 layers [5],

as shown in Fig. 1. Polarization curve of PEMFC is determined

by dozens of parameters, including structure, physical,

chemical and working parameters [6e8]. Previous studies

have proposed several physical models [6,7,9e14] to numeri-

cally predict the output characteristics and field distribution

of PEMFC [15e20]. Usually such models contain a great

quantity of parameters whose number is often much larger

than 20. One dimensional polarization curve can only repre-

sent the result of one combination of such parameters. In

order to reveal the effects of different parameters on the po-

larization curve, many studies have been conducted,

including parameter sensitivity analyses [21e24]. However, a

complete understanding of the effects of different parameters

on performance of PEMFCs is very difficult to obtain. One of

the important reasons comes from the huge research work

needed if each parameter effect is studied individually while

the rest are remained constant. This will trigger trillions of

experimental or numerical work even if each parameter

changes only 3 times. Moreover, it is interesting to be noted

that the influences of these parameters may be crossover and

coupled. For example, the dimensionless combination of (nFh/

RT) is often used in the design or simulation of PEMFC to

determine the electrical current. As long as this combination

keeps the same, the electrical current will not change no

matter how much variation of the individual parameters of

the combination changes. The importance and function of

such dimensionless parameters in the study of fuel cell have

not been fully revealed and understood. Therefore even

though so many papers have been published and great ad-

vances in technologies have been received, the importance of

different dimensional parameters on the PEMFC performance

are remained unresolved and the way of study should be

improved to greatly reduce the workload either experimental

or numerical. Reformation to the modeling research method

of fuel cell is urgently required.

Similarity theory is a classical but an effective tool for the

research of general laws. When the experimental data are

formulated in the form of similarity criteria, individual

experimental results will represent the whole similarity

group, which will greatly save the experimental workload.

Since it was proposed in 1914 [25,26], similarity principle has

been appliedwidely in the research of basic law in the fields of

flow and heat transfer [27], mechanics [28], electrochemical

[29], and so on. In the past two decades, a number of re-

searchers have been aware of the importance of applying

similarity theory in the study of PEMFC [30e42]. Typical ex-

amples are as follows. The dimensional analysis method is

used to analyze the two-phase transport in a PEMFC by Wang

and Chen [31], and the Damkohler number is adopted to

characterize the results. Gyenge [38] applies the dimensional

analysis method to derive the dimensionless number for the

performance study of the membrane electrode, cathode

catalyst layer and diffusion layer. It is concluded that a

dimensional analysis-based approach coupled with a mathe-

matical model of the fuel cell could be used to quantify and

analyze new experimental data for a wide range of conditions.

Cho et al. adopted dimensional analysis [39] to extend the
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research by scaling the relationship between the in situ and ex

situmeasurements. Three groups of post scaling relationships

between Pt coverage and contaminant concentration appear

in a single line while the data before scaling are highly scat-

tered. Protsenko and Danilov [40] make a comprehensive

analysis for the electrode kinetics by PI theorem and three

criteria were obtained. Their results show that similarity

theory is applicable for a kinetic analysis of an electro-

chemical reaction. A non-dimensional analysis of PEM fuel

cell phenomena is conducted by means of AC impedance

measurement [41] which is used to characterize the electro-

chemical reaction within PEMFC. Several researches devel-

oped dimensionless analysis on approximate solution of

cathode catalyst layer (CCL) performance modeling and

derived an analytical polarization curve of PEMFC cathode

side [43]. Parameters in the analytical polarization curve were

fitted based on published polarization data.

All the above studies make their own contribution in the

application of the similarity theory to study the performance

of different parts of a PEMFC. However, because of the process

complexity of PEMFC, there are few studies on the dimen-

sionless polarization curve based on a complete PEMFCmodel,

which is the most important integrated character of PEMFC.

Recently, authors of the present paper have tried this

approach for a 3D single phase model of a PEMFC [6] and ob-

tained some important results. The purpose of this paper is to

present our analysis method, results and discussion. It should

be noted that in references both terminologies of similarity

theory [26,27,44,45] or dimensional analysis [28,29,41] have

been used. In this paper they are regarded as identical in

essence and in the following presentation, only the termi-

nology of similarity theory is used for simplicity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

Derivation of similarity criterion nine dimensionless

numbers, including seven criteria from the input parameters

and two dimensionless numbers measuring the output char-

acteristics, are derived by equation analysis method for the 3-

dimensional single-phase isothermal model, which is the

most basic PEMFC mathematical model. In Section Results

and discussion, numerical simulations results are presented

and discussed. Discussion is implemented along three as-

pects. First the comparison between dimensional and

dimensionless polarization curve is conducted. Then the

feasibility of the proposed dimensionless polarization curve is

tested for variety of variation of the input parameters. Third

the sensitivities of the obtained criteria of the polarization

curve are examined. In Section Conclusion the major contri-

butions and the main observations are concluded.
Derivation of similarity criterion

Similarity analysis for governing equations

3D single-phase isothermal PEMFC mathematical model

adopted in Ref. [6] is listed in Table 1. According to [27,44,45]

for process with established governing equations, the

dimensionless criteria can be derived by equation analysis

method for which the details will be implemented latter. For
conciseness, all formulas in this paper follow Einstein's
summation convention. All parameters and the reference

values are listed in Table 2. In the following this equation

analysis method is applied to three conservation equations of

this model.

Followings are the derivation process of the similarity

criteria from the above governing equations.

(1) Momentum equations in a porous medium.

It can be described as follows

1
ε
2
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vuj

vxi
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ε
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v

vxi
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vuj
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where xi is the direction component, ui is the superficial ve-

locity in a porous medium which is defined by

ui ¼ui;superficial ¼ εui;physical (2)

Consider two PEMFC systems shown by single prime and

double prime in superscript of each variables, respectively:
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Define proportionality coefficients
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Substitute Eq. (5) into Eq. (3), yielding
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Comparing Eq. (6) with Eq. (4), similarity principle requires
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Then following results are yielded:
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�00

;

�
ε
2Dp
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�0
¼
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ε
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�00
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The obtained three dimensionless numbers are termed as,

P1 ¼ Re ¼ rux
εme

; P2 ¼ Eu ¼ ε
2Dp
ru2

; P3 ¼ Dar ¼ Kme

εx2m
¼ Kmr

εx2
(9)

(2) Species density conversion equations in anode catalyst

layer (ACL)

It can be described by
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Table 1 e Mathematical formulation of 3D single-phase isothermal PEMFC model.

Governing equations Source terms

Mass conservation equation

vðruiÞ
vxi

¼ Smass

Smass ¼P
i
Si; i ¼ H2;O2;vapor

Momentum conservation equations

r

ε
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�
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Species density conservation equation:
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¼ v

vxi

�
Dij;eff

vrj

vxi

�
þ Sj; j ¼ H2;O2;vapor

SH ¼
	�ðia=2FÞMH;ACL
0 ;other

SO ¼
	�ðic=4FÞMO;ACL
0 ;other

Svapor ¼
8<
:

�ðbia=FÞMH2O ;ACL
½ð1þ 2bÞic=2F�MH2O;CCL
0 ;other

Electronic potential conservation equation:

v

vxi

�
ss
vfs

vxi

�
þ Sf;s ¼ 0

S4;s ¼
8<
:

�ia;ACL
ic;CCL
0;other

Ionic potential conservation equation:

v

vxi

�
sm

vfm

vxi

�
þ Sf;m ¼ 0

S4;m ¼
8<
:

ia;ACL
�ic;CCL
0;other

Boundary conditions Calculation relation for electrical current i

uk;in ¼ Stk

�
Jref
nkF

� 
RTin

pk;in

!�
1

uk;in

��
Amem

Ach

�

k ¼ anode; cathode

fs ¼ ht;anode terminal

fs ¼ 0;cathode terminal

vfm

vn
¼ 0;anode and cathode terminals

ia ¼ AsJ
a
0ðcmH =cmH;ref Þ1=2½expðaanaFha=RTÞ

�expð�acnaFha=RTÞ�

ic ¼ AsJ
c
0ðcmO =cmO;ref Þ½�expðaancFhc=RTÞ

þexpð�acncFhc=RTÞ�
cmi ¼ Hiri=Mi

Relation for physical properties

me ¼ mmr ¼ m

r ¼ pM
RT D ¼ D0ε

1:5

�
T
T0

�1:5� p
p0

��1

Relation for output voltage

Voc ¼ 0:0025Tþ 0:2329½46� Vcell ¼ Voc � ht
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ui
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vxi
¼ Dij;eff

v

vxi

vrj

vxi
� ks;j

AsJ0;aMj

njF

HHrj

Mjcm
exp

aanaFha

RT
� �  
a;ref

!1=2� � �

� exp

�
� acnaFha

RT

��
; j

¼ H2;vapor; ks;H ¼ 1; ks;vapor ¼ b

(10)

It should be noted that even if the applied model is termed

as single phase model the water of its gas state in the catalyst

layer and liquid state in the membrane is still treated
differently. Here actually single phase means that in the gas

diffusion layer and in the bi-polar plate channel water is

treated as single phase (vapor).

As indicated above the exponential term itself is a

dimensionless parameter,

P4 ¼ RT

anFh
(11)

For the derivation of similarity criteria, two PEMFC systems

can be described by
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Table 2 e Model parameters and their reference values.

No. Symbol Parameter Value or/and unit

1 AsJ0,a Exchange current density times specific area in anode 2.0 � 108A,m�3

2 AsJ0,c Exchange current density times specific area in cathode 1.6 � 102A,m�3

3 cma;ref H2 reference concentration in the Nafion 56.4 mol,m�3

4 cmc;ref O2 reference concentration in the Nafion 3.39 mol,m�3

5 DH,ref Reference diffusivity of H2 in gas 0.915 cm2,s�1

(1 atm, 307 K)

6 DO,ref Reference diffusivity of O2 in gas 0.220 cm2,s�1

(1 atm, 293 K)

7 Dvapor,ref Reference diffusivity of vapor in gas 0.256 cm2,s�1

(1 atm, 307 K)

8 F Faraday constant 96485C,mol-1

9 hch Gas channel height 7.62�10�4m

10 hd Diffuser layer thickness 2.5410�4m

11 hcat Catalyst layer thickness 2.87 � 10�5m

12 hmem Membrane thickness 2.3 � 10�4m

13 HH Henry constant of H2 in the Nafion 0.64

14 HO Henry constant of O2 in the Nafion 0.19

15 Jcell Output current density A,m�2

16 Kgdl Permeability of gas diffusion layer 1.76 � 10�11m2

17 Kcl Permeability of catalyst layer 1 � 10�14m2

18 Lc Gas channel length 0.07112 m

19 Lt Distance between anode and cathode terminals 0.0025914 m

20 M Molar mass kg,mol�1

21/22/23 n Electron number of electrochemical reaction H2/O2/H2O

24/25 pa/pc Anode/cathode pressure (absolute pressure) 3/5atm

26 R Gas constant 8.314J,mol�1,K�1

27/28 RHa/RHc Relative humidity of inlet fuel/air 100%/0%

29/30 Sta/Stc Fuel/air stoichiometric flow ratio 3/3

31 T Temperature 353K

32 ui Superficial velocity m,s�1

33 Vcell Output voltage V

34 Voc Open circuit voltage V

35 W Gas channel width 0.001524 m

36 WBP Bipolar plate width 0.002 m

37 aa Anode transfer coefficient 1

38 ac Cathode transfer coefficient 0.5

39 b Net water transfer rate 0.2

40 εgdl Gas diffusion layer porosity 0.4

41 εcat Catalyst layer porosity 0.28

42 ht Overpotential in anode terminal V

43 me Effective viscosity in a porous medium Pa,s

44 r Density kg,m�3

45 ss Solid phase conductivity 90S,m�1

46 sm Membrane phase conductivity 17S,m�1

47 u0 Oxygen mass fraction of inlet air 0.233
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Take the same derivation process as for Eq. (1), we have

following equations in succession
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Two dimensionless numbers are obtained
P5 ¼ Dam ¼
H1=2

H M1=2
j

njF

ks;jAsJ0;ax2

cma;ref
1=2Dr1=2H

; j ¼ H2;vapor; ks;H ¼ 1; ks;vapor

¼ b; P6 ¼ D
xu

(18)

Similar derivation for j ¼ O2 of Eq. (10) gives Damkohler

number in CCL

P5 ¼Dam ¼ HO

njF

ks;jAsJ0;cx2

cmc;refD
; j ¼ O2;vapor; ks;O ¼ 1; ks;vapor

¼ 1þ 2b (19)

(3) Potential conversation equations in anode catalyst layer

It can be described by

sj
v

vxi

�
vfj

vxi

�
�ks;jAsJ

a
0

 
HHrH

MHcmH;ref

!1=2�
exp

�
aanaFha

RT

�

�exp

�
�acnaFha

RT

��
¼ 0

j ¼ s;m; ks;s ¼ 1; ks;m ¼ �1 (20)

Take the same process, finally we yield conduction number

in anode and cathode.

P7;Anode ¼
�
HH

MH

�1=2
 
AsJ0;ar

1=2
H x2

cmH;ref
1=2sifi

!
(21)

P7;Cathode ¼ HOAsJ0;crOx
2

MOcmO;refsifi

(22)

Seven kinds of dimensionless criterions, shown in Eq. (9),

(11), (18), (19), (21) and (22), related to the input parameters

are derived. It can be shown that from the governing equa-

tions listed in Table 1 only the above seven kinds of similarity

criterions can be derived.

Come here to discuss the physical significances of these

dimensionless numbers. P1 is the well-known Reynolds

number which is a measure of the relative importance be-

tween inertial effect and viscous effect.P2 is the Euler number

which is a measure of the relative magnitude between static

pressure drop and dynamic pressure. These two dimension-

less numbers mainly play roles in the gas flow channels.P3 is

the Darcy number representing a ratio of flow resistance due

to a porous medium and the diffusion term effect. P4 is a

measure of the effect of temperature and activity over-

potential on the electrochemical reaction rate. P5 is the

Damkohler number which represents a ratio between refer-

ence reaction rate and diffusion mass transfer. These two

numbers react in catalytic layers. P6 is a measure of the

relative importance of diffusion mass transfer over convec-

tion mass transfer, which takes effect in gas diffusion layers

and catalyst layers. P7 is a relative magnitude of reference

reaction rate versus conductivity rate, which reacts on all
potential layers. P1-3 are criteria about the flow field. P4, P5,6,

P7 represent the most important three loss in PEMFC, polari-

zation potential loss, mass transport loss and Ohmic loss

respectively.

Definitions of dimensionless voltage and current

As indicated aboveonemajor purpose of thepresent study is to

construct a non-dimensional polarization curve. To proceed,

the two output parameters, voltage and electrical current,

should be nondimensionalized. They are defined as follows.

The dimensionless voltage is defined as a ratio of the

magnitude of the output voltage over the overpotential,

P8 ¼ �Vcell ¼ Vcell

ht

¼ Voc

ht

� 1 (23)

To define the dimensionless current density a referenced

value should be found. It can be derived from the boundary

condition of the electric potential as follows.

Output current density can be calculated for cathode by

Ohm's law

J ¼ �s
vf

vl
¼
Z

idl

¼
Z

HO

MO

rOAsJ0;c
cmc;ref

�
� exp

�
aancFhc

RT

�
þ exp

�
� acncFhc

RT

��
dl (24)

where l is the through-plane direction of the membrane.

Considering two systems

J0 ¼
Z

H0
O

MO

r0OA
0
sJ

0
0;c

cmc;ref
0 dl0 (25)

J00 ¼
Z

H00
O

MO

r00OA
00
sJ

00
0;c

cmc;ref
00 dl00 (26)

Assuming proportionality coefficients

CJ ¼ J0
.
J00;Cr ¼ r0

.
r00;CA ¼ 
AsJ0;c

�0.

AsJ0;c

�00
;Cc ¼ cmc;ref

0
.
cmc;ref

00
;Cl

¼ l0
.
l00

CH ¼H0
O

�
H

00
O; CM ¼ M0

O

�
M

00
O (27)

Substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (25)

J00 ¼ CrCAClCH

CcCJCM

Z
H00

O

M00
O

r00OA
00
sJ

00
0;c

cmc;ref
00 dl00 (28)

Comparing Eq. (28) and Eq. (26)

CrCAClCH

CcCJCM
¼ 1 (29)

�
MOJcmc;ref

HOAsJ0;crOx

�0
¼
�

MOJcmc;ref
HOAsJ0;crOx

�00
(30)

Weobtainthedimensionlessnumberofoutputcharacteristic

P9 ¼ Jcell ¼
JcellMOcmO;ref

HOAsJ0rO;in;cLt
¼ Jcell

HOAsJ0rO;in;cLt
.
MOcmc;ref

(31)
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Thus the referenced electrical current density can be

defined as

Jcell;0 ¼
HOAsJ0rO;in;cLt

MOcmc;ref
(32)

The dimensionless cell current density can be re-written

by

Jcell ¼
Jcell
Jcell;0

(33)

Determining parameter values in criteria

In order to apply the above analysis results, all parameters

included in the dimensionless criteria should be claimed by

the way of their determination. The parameters involved in

the derived criteria can be divided into four categories, and the

way of their determination are recommended as follows.

(1) Geometrical. The characteristic length of Re number is

defined by equivalent diameter of gas flow channel,

while the length in other five (P3,P5,P6,P7,P9) takes the

distance between anode and cathode terminal, denoted

by Lt. Porosities in P1 and P2 take 1 in general. The

porosity and permeability in P3 takes the given value.

(2) Physical. All the physical properties, m, me, D, ss,m, HH/O,

are determined by the operational pressure and

temperature.

(3) Electrochemical. The electrochemical parameters, a, n,

b, AsJ0,cmref , take the given data.

(4) Operational. The values of these parameters are sug-

gested as follows: ui¼ ui,in, T¼ T0. r inP1 andP2 take the

gas density in the flow channel inlet while r in P7 and

P9 is defined by the corresponding component density

in the inlet. Dp is defined by pressure drop of the gas

flow channel.
Fig. 2 e Comparison of th
Results and discussion

In this section numerical results of the dimensionless polari-

zation curve and a number of variations are provided to show

the feasibility and reliability of the similarity theory in the

study of PEMFC performance.

Dimensionless polarization curve

First the polarization curves of dimensional and dimensionless

form for the same PEMFC are compared. Based on the refer-

enced values listed in Table 2 for the single-phase model nu-

merical results of dimensional and dimensionless ones can be

created and are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively. It can

be seen that the range of dimensionless voltage ranges from

0 to infinity, in contrast with the dimensional one from 0 toVoc.

This is resulted from the fact that the minimum value of ht is

zero. In addition, the open-circuit voltage in Curve (a) corre-

sponding to an infinity point: J ¼ 0; V ¼ þ∞. It is interesting to

note that one dimensional polarization curve can only repre-

sent the output character of one group of specific values of the

involved parameters, while one point in dimensionless polari-

zation curve represents the output character of many individ-

ual situations who have the same values of the involved

similarity criteria. For example, Curve (a) in Fig. 2 is the simu-

lation results for the specific situationwith values of parameter

shown in Table 2, while the point of V ¼ 0:812 in Curve (b) can

represent for all situations whose seven criteria are

P1;A=C ¼ 9:2
�
75:5; P2;A=C ¼ 180:9

�
32:1; P3 ¼ 6:55� 10�6;

P4 ¼ 0:0247;
P5;A=C ¼ 0:533

�
7:10� 10�6; P6;A=C ¼ 0:165

�
0:0328;

P7s;A=C ¼ 39:23
�
3:90� 10�5; P7m;A=C ¼ 207:70

�
2:063� 10�4

where P 1,A/C ¼ 9.2/75.5 means the P1 criterion has its values

in anode and cathode of 9.2 and 75.5, respectively. This
e polarization curves.
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example shows such an important concept: the result of in-

dividual test or simulation once expressed in the form of

similarity criteria the dimensionless result then ascends to

the level of representing the whole similar group. This

important feature should be very useful to greatly save both

numerical and experimental work for the study and design of

fuel cell.

It should be noted here that the mutual transformation

between the dimensionless polarization curve and the

dimensional one is easy to be implemented in the voltage-

given simulation due to the fact that all the parameters in

the definitions of dimensionless voltage and electrical cur-

rent, Eqs. (23) and (32), are pre-determined.

Validation of the numerical model

The basic numerical model in this paper is verified by

comparing with Ticianelli's experimental polarization curve

[2], and the agglomerate model in cathode catalyst layer

adopted in Ref. [6] is used which can be expressed as follows

i0 ¼ qi (34)

q ¼ tanh MT

MT
(35)

MT ¼ Lct

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k
.
Dm

O2

r
(36)

k ¼ i
nFcmi

(37)

where MT is Thiele modulus, Lct is the characteristic length of

catalyst particle (1 mm), Dm
O2

is the diffusion coefficient of

oxygen in the Nafion polymer (1.22 � 10�10 m2/s) and k is the

reaction rate constant. As shown in Fig. 3, the simulated

polarization curve shows its good agreement with
Fig. 3 e Comparison of numerical model prediction

polarization curve with experimental data in Ref. [2].
experiment data. The maximum relatively deviation is 4.2%

when current density is lower than 8000 A/m2, showing the

reliability of the basic numerical model in the single-phase

operating region.

Further numerical validation of the feasibility of
dimensionless polarization curve

To the authors’ knowledge, in the similarity theory there are

three ways to verify whether the derived criteria are correct

and reliable. One way is to use the derived criteria for data

reduction. If the test or numerical data are very scattered in

dimensional expression while they can be represented by one

smooth curve by reduction with dimensionless criteria, then

the usefulness and correctness of the derived criteria are

validated. For example, the serpentine flow field is widely

used in PEMFC.When reactant gases flowalong the serpentine

flow field, there is a pressure drop between the adjacent

channels, which produces an undererib flow of fluid from

higher pressure side to the lower pressure side through the

GDL. The authors of Ref. [30]measured this under-rib flow rate

at different channel inlet flow rates, and expressed in a picture

with dimensional underflow rate versus pressure drop as the

ordinate and abscissa respectively. A very scattered picture of

the data was obtained. Then they used two dimensionless

parameters obtained by dimensionless analysis to reduce the

data, the test data fromdifferent channel flow inlet rates show

very consistent variation trend (Figs. 4 and 5 of [30]), showing

that their derived criteria are reliable and applicable. The

second way is to show the identity of the results when

experimental test or numerical simulation are performed by

keeping the related criteria constant but changing their

components in a quite wide range. If the test or numerical

results are reduced by the derived criteria and an identical

curve can be obtained, then the feasibility and validity of the

obtained criteria are testified. The third way is to show the

identity of dimensionless variable distributions for different

cases with the same criteria. The second and third ways are

now used to verify the correctness of our results.

In the current stage, it is very difficult to validate the result

by the experimental approach. This is because that in general,

in PEMFC experiment, it is quite possible to change the oper-

ator parameters (such as temperature, pressure, humidity and

stoichiometric ratio) and geometric parameters. However,

because the seven derived criteria are complex, containing

physical property parameters and electrochemistry parame-

ters, which are hardly changeable freely in the experiment.

Therefore, it is very difficult to design one group of experiment

to guarantee all themajor criteria keep the same. Tremendous

work is needed to get the correspondent experimental results.

Numerical method in conjunction with experimental valida-

tion is an effective approach in PEMFC study, which has been

proposed and developed by many researchers for more than

ten years so far. Numerical simulations for two scenarios

(Scenario 1, Scenario 2) and the dimensionless current distri-

bution of Scenario 2 are conducted and their results are pre-

sented below.
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Fig. 4 e Numerical verification result for similarity criteria

P3 (Scenario 1) (For data details see Table S1).
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3-3-1. dimensionless polarization curve of the first scenario
In the first scenario, porosity and permeability in gas diffusion

layers are changed under the premise of the identity of Dar

(P3). The parameter variation details are given in Table S1. In

the table the first two lines present the changed parameters,

and each parameter changes five times. The rest in the table is

the values of the other criteria adopted in this simulation. As

can be seen from Table S1, for the five cases studied, the

porosity changes within 0.2e0.8, the permeability changes

within 8.8 � 10�12 to 3.52 � 10�11, the values of P3 for the five

cases remain identical within three digits (6.55 � 10�6). The

five simulated dimensionless polarization curves are shown

in Fig. 4, and they agree with each very well (actually overlap

with each other). The relative deviation between the five

curves is only �0.010% to þ0.011%.
Fig. 5 e Numerical verification result for similarity crite
3-3-2. Dimensionless polarization curve of the second scenario
In the second scenarios, three cases are studied. In the three

cases eight component parameters are changed within quite

large ranges, and they are changed in such a way that the

identity of P5, P6 and P7 are satisfied within three digits. The

details of parameter and criteria values are presented in Table

S2. The first eight lines show the components variation range,

and each varies three times. The predicted dimensionless

polarization curves for the three cases also agree with each

other very well (see Fig. 5 (a)), with a relative deviation of

�1.2% to þ1.1% in the vast majority of cases which can be

accepted for engineering calculation. In Fig. 5 (b) the corre-

sponding dimensional polarization curves of the three cases

are presented and they differs from each other very signifi-

cantly, demonstrating our previous statement that one

dimensionless polarization curve can represent the output

character of many individual situations who have the same

values of the involved similarity criteria.

3-3-3 dimensionless current distribution of the second scenario
Come here to see the predicted current density distributions

of the Scenario 2. The dimensional current density distribu-

tion contours and vector diagrams of Cases 1e3 are shown in

Figs. 6(a),(b),(c) respectively. It can be seen that they are

different. After normalized by referenced electrical current

density in Eq. (32), dimensionless current density distribution

contours and vector diagrams of the three cases become

identical and are presented in Fig. 7, which is a typical char-

acteristic of similar phenomena.

Sensitivity analysis of the input criteria on dimensionless
polarization curve

In Scenario 2, Re (P1) and Eu (P2) are changed in a quite large

range while the dimensionless polarization curves are almost

coincide each other, indicating that Re and Eu numbers

manifest minor effect on dimensionless polarization curve for

the cases studied. Thus sensitivity study of the other criterion
ria P5~7 (Scenario 2) (For data details see Table S2).
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Fig. 6 e Dimensional current distribution of three cases (Scenario 2) (For data details see Table S2).
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is needed in order to reveal the important ones and to reduce

number of criteria involved for practical application. In the

following presentation, the sensitivity of other five dimen-

sionless criteriaP3~P7 are investigated. Seven groups (Groups

1�7) of numerical simulations are implemented. In each

group, some related parameters in Table 2 are changed to

guarantee only one dimensionless number changes except Re

and Eu. The parameter variation details of the seven groups

are given in Tables S3~S9 respectively. The simulation results

are shown in Figs. 8 (a)~(g) respectively.

From Figs. 8 (a)~(g), following features may be noted. First,

it can be seen that only P4 shows effect on the slope of the
dimensionless polarization curve while other criteria show

effect on the intercept of the curve with the abscissa. This is

due to the fact that onlyP4 appears in the exponential form of

the electric current source of the governing equations while

other criteria appear in linear form. Second, the effects of the

seven kinds of criteria can be divided into three types: great,

small and neglected. P4 and P7,s show their great influences

on the dimensionless polarization curve (�94.9% ~ þ349.2%),

P5 and P6 have mild to small effects (�4.5% ~ þ5.0%) and the

effects of P1, P2, P3 can be totally neglected (�1.2% ~ þ1.1%).

This is because that P4 and P7 appear in the most important

terms (electrical current source and electrical conductivity)
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Fig. 7 e Dimensionless current density distribution

contours and vector diagrams of Cases 1e3 at output

voltage ¼ 0.5V in the central cross section of the fuel cell.
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which affects the generation of the electric current.P1, P2,P3

are the similarity criteria about the flow field. For the cases

studied, flow characteristics do not have appreciable effect on

the fuel cell performance. P5, P6 affect the mass transfer

characteristics in the catalyst layer.

Some special discussion

Finally following important points of this paper are noted and

discussed.

(1) The major purpose of this paper is to show the feasi-

bility and applicability of the similarity theory to

complicated problem such as fuel cell output charac-

teristics. The adoption of the single-phase isothermal

model of PEMFC is because the governing equations of

this model are all partial differential equations, from

which the equation analysis method can be conve-

niently used and complete similarity criteria can be

obtained. For two-phase situation of PEMFC, even

though some sophisticated models have been devel-

oped [14,47], they still contain some emperical equation

(such as the correlation between capillary pressure and

liquid water saturation, Leverett-J function). Therefore

to establish a full mathematical model composed by all

partial differential equations for PEMFC is an urgent

need in the academic study of PEMFC.

(2) The single-phase isothermal model does have its

application in engineering, for example, for small power

output situation represented by PEMFC unmanned

aerial vehicle, and this also why in the early period of

PEMFC study, many models were single-phase type,

such as [6,46].
(3) As indicated by Churchill early in 1992 [48], the uncer-

tainty associated with similarity analysis arises wholly

form the mathematical model on which it based. There-

fore the derived similarity criteria should be applicable to

the situations when single-phase model is valid.

(4) Differentmodel parameters and empirical formulas can

be easy to compare in a wide range [33] based on simi-

larity analysis method, which will benefit to the selec-

tion of the model parameters and formulas and

promote the development of the PEMFC model.

(5) The similarity theory can also be applied in the simpli-

fied PEMFC model, such as one-dimensional model and

lumpedmodel. If thegoverningequationsare in the form

of differential equation, similarity analysis method (or

equation analysis, applied in this paper) is suggested to

derive the similarity criteria while if the governing

equations are not clear, dimensional analysis method

[28] can be adopted. The two methods are regarded as

identical in essence [48] and the similarity analysis

method is preferentially recommended because simi-

larity analysis method can eliminate the uncertainty

associated with the selection of the variables.
Conclusion

Themajor contributions and observations of this paper can be

summarized as follows.

(1) The equation analysis method is adopted to derive the

dimensionless criteria for a 3D single-phase model of

the complete proton exchange membrane fuel cell

model for the first time in the literature, and seven

criteria composed of input parameters are obtained.

(2) Dimensionless voltage and dimensionless current

density are derived for a complete single fuel cell as

output similarity criteria and numerical simulation re-

sults of the model are expressed by the dimensionless

polarization curve, seemingly first in the literature.

Numerical simulation results reveal that as long as the

value of each similarity criterion keeps identical, the

dimensionless polarization curve remains the same

(about 1%) even if the components of the criteria vary 3

times. Furthermore, the mutual transformation be-

tween the dimensionless polarization curve and the

dimensional one can be easily implemented in the

voltage-given simulation due to all the parameters in

the above definition are pre-determined. The benefit of

similarity theory is illustrated by combining great

number of variables into several criteria. Once the re-

sults of a numerical or experimental study are pre-

sented in dimensionless criteria, they can represent a

great number of cases where the related criteria have

the correspondent identical values, which will be very

useful for greatly saving both numerical and experi-

mental work in the study and design of fuel cell.

(3) For the studied 3D single-phase model of the proton

exchange membrane fuel cell, similarity criteria related
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Fig. 8 e Sensibility analysis for P3~P7.
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to flow field (P1, P2, P3) shows negligible effects

(�1.2% ~ þ1.1%) on the dimensionless polarization

curve.

(4) For the model studied, dimensionless criteria relative

to electrochemical characteristics (P4 and P7) show

strong effects (�94.9% ~ þ349.2%) on the dimensionless

polarization curve. Criteria with regard to mass trans-

fer characteristics (P5 and P6) have mild to minor in-

fluence (�4.5% ~ þ5.0%). P4 has high influence on the

slope of dimensionless polarization curve while other

similarity criteria show effect on the intercept with the

abscissa.
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